UL LISTING at Dogfork
1. What type of bulb and bulb base is used in the fixture?
YES, we can UL list at Dogfork
-All Incandescent with screw in bases
-Medium Based a.k.a. E26, or Edison
-Candelabra Based a.k.a. E12
-Intermediate Based
-Mogul Based
-LED or CFL– screw in, self-ballasted only
-GU-24 (medium base)

NO, we cannot UL list at Dogfork
-Fluorescents (requiring a ballast)
-GU-10 (candelabra base)
-LED component lights (hard wired to fixture)
-Halogen

2. What is the power/voltage that the fixture requires?
YES, we can UL list at Dogfork
-110v or 120v only

NO, we cannot UL list at Dogfork
-Low Voltage (12-24v)
-220v

3. Where will the fixture be installed?
YES, we can UL list at Dogfork
-Dry Location
-Damp Location
*Under roof cover; direct rain can’t reach fixture
*Bathrooms

NO, we cannot UL list at Dogfork
-Wet Location
* fully exposed
* no roof cover
* located where cross wind could
blow rain onto fixture

If the client’s fixture is not within Dogfork’s range of certification, we offer facilitation services for listing
individual fixtures directly through U.L. Typically the more economical direction for one off fixtures is a
site specific listing called a Field Evaluation. The only limitation with a Field Evaluation is that these
fixtures are approved only for the location in which they are installed at the time of final inspection.
Field Evaluation Procedure
1. Dogfork submits all necessary product information for a quote from U.L. for the Field Evaluation.
The non-refundable, flat fee for opening a Field Evaluation file** and processing is $125, payable
to Dogfork. Once the quote is received from U.L., Dogfork will send the client a quote for the Field
Evaluation cost and facilitation.
2. Client accepts quote and pays 50% deposit.
3. A U.L. engineer will be assigned to the project and will consult with Dogfork about requirements
for compliancy specific to this fixture and location. Dogfork will submit a second estimate for the
required changes to the fixture needed for U.L. compliance. Once the client approves the
estimate for the required changes Dogfork will proceed with the work. Inspection of the fixture by
U.L. engineer will be scheduled at Dogfork’s warehouse.
4. Dogfork will complete any additional work needed after first evaluation.
5. Client arranges install of fixture in final location.
6. Final site evaluation by U.L. engineer. After it passes inspection, the fixture will be labelled
approved.
**We will need the following information to open a Field Evaluation file with U.L.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Any additional drawings or specs of fixture provided by manufacturer
Address of where fixture will be installed for final site inspection
Final location site contact: Name & phone
Distance from the ground fixture will be mounted
Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ): Name, phone, email. (City, State, or County Electrical inspector)

